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By Paul Johnson

Fast-track 
training 
Program

Staff Development

Ent CU’s Two-Year Plan  
Pays Off Ahead of Schedule

A training program at Ent Credit Union paid dividends even earlier than expected as refinancing 
volume skyrocketed.

When mortgage applications nearly tripled in less than a week in late February 2019, Ent 
was swamped. But Ent had an ace up its sleeve—or more specifically, seven aces.

Ent, headquartered in Colorado Springs, Colorado, with assets of $7 billion, had initiated the train-
ing program, EntRANCE (Ent Relevant Abilities Needed to Contribute Effectively), with the first class 
of seven starting in January 2019. 

The seven trainees had been rotat-
ing through eight areas of consumer 
and mortgage lending. The plan was to 
spend three months in each area during 
the two-year program. 

Four trainees had cycled through 
mortgage lending and were in 
their first rotation on the con-
sumer side. Three had cycled 
through consumer lending and 
were finishing up their first cycle 
on the mortgage side.

Then Covid-19 came along 
and mortgage rates plummeted, 

piling even more stress on an already-
busy mortgage business.

tRaIneeS Step Up
“We were in a pinch,” said Bill Vogeney, 
Chief Revenue Officer. “They helped us 

out in a big way.”
The trainees stepped up, even 

though they had to help from a 
distance.

“We didn’t expect to be work-
ing at home, we had already gone 
through a refi boom and then rates 
dropped again, and all of sudden 

we had a huge backlog,” says trainee 
Aaron Goettel. “EntRANCE train-
ees were some of the first people they 
called. We just dived right in, willing 
and able to do so.”

When Ent executives built the pro-
gram, the idea was to set itself up for 
success in the long term, so the short-
term boost was an added bonus.

Joanne Brooks, consumer lending 
training manager at Ent, notes one 
measure of success: “All seven are still 
here and are choosing their future posi-
tions. They’re going into areas where we Bill Vogeney
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have a critical need.”
Ent has already got a 

second class on board. 
Six trainees started their 
two-year stints in July 
2020. And Brooks says 
plans are in the works 
for a third class to be 
hired and start their training in mid-
2021.

HoW tHe pRoGRam DevelopeD
Vogeney, who as CRO oversees lending, 
risk and analytics and who describes 
himself as chief lending geek, made 
the decision to institute EntRANCE. In 
the true credit union spirit, though, he 
doesn’t want to take full credit.

“I don’t know that I’m totally respon-
sible,” he says, noting that he had been 
advocating updated hiring and employ-
ee development models for the entire 
credit union.

Vogeney said an employee about 
three years ago made this observation:

Ent’s pipeline for consumer lending 
was drying up. For years, many mem-
ber service reps gravitated to consumer 
lending after getting exposure to lending 
while at Ent’s branches. They took appli-
cations and helped close loans and real-
ized they knew something about lending 

and would like a career in lending.
In recent years, though, Ent had 

more part-time reps who weren’t get-
ting the lending exposure. At the same 
time consumer lending was growing so 
strongly Ent had more dedicated lend-
ing people in the branches.

With fewer reps dabbling in lending, 
as Vogeney put it, the pipe-
line was drying up.

“A lightbulb came on in my 
head,” said Vogeney of the em-
ployee’s comments. “He made 
an astute observation.”

fleSHInG oUt tHe plan
So Vogeney got together 
with lending managers and 
sketched out a program over 
the next year. They came 
up with the idea for a two-
year plan to rotate train-
ees through consumer and 
mortgage lending, which, as 
anyone reading this knows, 
has been on a tear. (Vogeney 
noted that in 2017 Ent fund-
ed nearly $700 million in 
mortgage loans. He said he 
expects mortgage lending at Ent to ap-
proach $2 billion in 2020, nearly triple 
what Ent did just three years earlier.)

“Mortgage 
lending at Ent 
is expected  to 

approach  
$2 billion in 

2020, nearly 
triple what Ent 
did just three 
years earlier.

“

“The EntRANCE 
program is 
proving that 
credit unions 

can employ a 
hiring strategy 
that develops 
recruits with a 
well-thought-
out training 
program.

“

It fell to Brooks, the training man-
ager, to flesh out Vogeney’s sketches.

“On my job description was ‘devel-
op and manage the EntRANCE pro-
gram,’” says Brooks, whose British ac-
cent is still evident despite more than 
three decades in the United States.

“I had to ask what that was, and they 
said, ‘That’s what you 
need to figure out,’” she 
says with a chuckle.

So over six months, 
she collaborated with 
mortgage and consumer 
lending managers and 
HR, which came up 
with the program name, 
to make sure everything 
was copacetic as far as 
policies, regulations and 
legalities.

on to tHe HIRInG
Hiring trainees in a 
tight job market during 
the Christmas season in 
2018 was difficult, Brooks says. “We 
were picky. We set the bar really high.”

The available pool of qualified can-
didates was small. The trainees came 
from outside the credit union, with 15 

applicants in all.
The scene was much differ-

ent for the second group, hired 
last summer. About half of the 
more than 80 applicants were 
internal, partly because of a 
video with the first EntRANCE 
group of seven that was placed 
on Ent’s intranet.

Brooks says Ent hopes to 
keep two EntRANCE teams in 
motion from here on out.

The EntRANCE program is 
proving that credit unions can 
employ a hiring strategy that 
develops recruits with a well-
thought-out training program 
that can pay near-term and 
long-term dividends.

“We believe we can provide 
a really nice, rewarding career 

to people right out of college,” says Vo-
geney.

Joanne Brooks
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   Forget location, location, location. Leave that to the real estate 
crowd.

For Aaron Goettel, it was all about timing, timing, timing.
Truth be told, it was more than that, but timing was certainly 

a factor in his favor.
Goettel, you see, graduated from college in three and a 

half years with a major in economics and a minor in English. 
(Who does that these days?)

Growing up, Aaron wanted to be a writer, but his wise 
mother suggested he get a degree that was more likely to lead to gainful 
employment. He figured a degree in economics would open doors for him in the 
working world and a minor in English would nurture his bent for creative writing.

So there he was in December 2018, fresh from a study-abroad trip in Europe, 
new diploma in hand from Western Colorado University and ready to begin his 
career.

He went to a college career fair in Denver where he learned about Ent Credit 
Union and looked into openings there.

“I stumbled upon the program by pure luck,” Goettel says. “Most jobs required 
work experience.”

But one that did not require previous experience was the EntRANCE program.
“I didn’t know what the program was. I just applied,” Goettel says. “It worked 

out perfectly. I love this job.”
The rotational aspect of EntRANCE appealed to Goettel, giving him an 

opportunity to learn and meet the pros.
“The end goal is to place you in one location, but one of the things I’ve enjoyed 

the most is traveling around to different departments,” Goettel says. “This program 
has been incredible for networking. I got to meet just about everybody in the 
lending area.

“I like to joke that everyone’s been my boss at some point. My boss changed 
every three months.”

Goettel and his cohort did more than just meet and greet, they got down to 
business.

“They wanted us to have a well-grounded understanding of the entire lending 
process, a high level understanding of how everything works,” he says.

That approach serves both the trainees and the credit union well. Ent gets 
a cadre of versatile and flexible employees and the trainees come out of the 
program with a diverse set of skills and knowledge that will serve them well 
throughout their careers.

That’s a win-win situation.
So what were some of the takeaways for Goettel?
networking. “I get to meet all these managers and executives and they get to 

meet me.”
Confidence. “I learned how to learn. If I know how to ask questions and learn 

the right resources I can thrive.”
technical knowledge. “As you near the end of the program, you suddenly 

realize, oh, wow, I’ve learned a lot.”
organizational awareness. “You learn a lot about the different departments, 

perspective on what each department faces. You wonder, why does this 
department do this, then you see the other side and you learn why.”

leadership. “It is difficult to teach certain leadership traits. It’s more about how 
you respond in a given environment.”

That’s not only good for Goettel and his cohort, it’s good for Ent and its 
members. 

ent’S pRoGRam a GReat fIt foR tRaInee 
  

Aaron Goettel

entRanCe pRoGRam

     name: Ent Relevant Abilities 
Needed to Contribute Effectively, or 
EntRANCE.

      What: Two-year training program 
introducing trainees to all areas of 
consumer and mortgage lending.

    Departments involved: Mortgage 
underwriting, mortgage closing, 
mortgage post-closing, mortgage 
servicing, mortgage disclosure, 
consumer lending support, consumer 
lending underwriting, consumer loan 
coordination.

     execution: Trainees spend three 
months learning in each of eight 
areas. Reviews occur at end of each 
rotation.

     Support: Subject matter expert in 
each area responsible for formal 
training and as go-to person for 
trainees, as well as a manager in 
each area.

    Champions/facilitators: Chief 
Revenue Officer, Chief Lending 
Officer and Consumer Lending 
Training Manager provide overall 
guidance and support.

     Glue: End of rotation lunches (until 
Covid), book club, compiling of 
binder with information for future 
classes, encouragement to volunteer 
through Ent (United Way) and in 
community.

    measures of success: All seven 
trainees are completing program, all 
are receiving assignments in lending 
at Ent.

   What’s next: Second class of six 
started in July 2020. Third class of 
eight planned for mid-2021. 
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